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ABSTRACT 
The theories for least squares interferometric datuming from vertical seismic profile 
(VSP) to horizontal single well profile (SWP), the least squares interferometric VSP to 
surface seismic profile (SSP) transform and interferometric prediction and subtraction 
of surface waves are presented and applied to synthetic and field data. Unlike the 
conventional datuming methods, which cannot eliminate the reflections that originate 
from the structures above the datuming line, the least squares interferometric datuming 
technique can provide a datumed result that only contains reflections from below the 
new datum line. The least squares interferometric VSP to SSP transform not only can 
attenuate the multiples and crosstalk artifacts but also mitigate the artifacts caused by 
the finite aperture limits of the acquisition geometry. The interferometric surface wave 
attenuation technique can remove surface waves completely while preserving the useful 
reflections. 
There are three main chapters in this dissertation. 
In Chapter 2, the SWP to VSP datuming equation is derived for a two-state model 
and the inversion problem is solved by a conjugate gradient algorithm. In theory, the 
datuming equation eliminates all surface-related multiples in the data. Numerical tests 
are applied on synthetic data and field data, which shows that legist squares interferometric 
datuming largely removes the reflections from structures above the datuming line and the 
crosstalk artifacts. This technique requires an up-down going wavefield separation. 
In Chapter 3, the SSP to VSP transform is derived for a two-state model and the 
inversion problem is solved by a conjugate gradient algorithm. The equations can be used 
to give an SSP data set without free surface-related multiples. The up-going and down-
going wavefields in the VSP data are separated at the receiver side and the least squares 
interferometric transform technique is applied to the up-going and down-going wavefields 
separately. A matching filter correction scheme is used to attenuate the artifacts caused 
by the limitations of the acquisition geometry and the nonsurface-related multiples. Both 
synthetic data tests and field data tests show promising results. 
In Chapter 4, it is sometimes difficult to eliminate surface waves by traditional filtering 
approaches, such as an f — k filter, without damaging the primary reflections. As a partial 
remedy, I propose an interferometric method to predict and subtract surface waves in 
seismic data. The removal of surface waves by the proposed interferometric method 
consists of three steps: 1) remove most of the surface waves by a nonlinear local filter; 2) 
predict the residual surface waves by the interferometric method; 3) separate the residual 
surface waves from the result of step 2 by a nonlinear local filter and remove the residual 
surface waves by a matched filter from the result of step 1. Field data tests, both for 
two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) data, show that the method effectively 
suppresses surface waves and preserves the reflection information. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
With society's increasing energy demands and the diminishment of the Earth's re-
sources, exploration activities are moving to more difficult areas. The exploration ob-
jectives are complicated and it makes the data acquisition, processing and interpretation 
more challenging. To improve the imaging quality, we need to attenuate the coherent noise 
which will degrade imaging (e.g., surface waves, multiples) or transform the information 
which was not useful for imaging with conventional techniques (e.g., Kirchhoff migration) 
into useful information for imaging (e.g., transform multiples into primaries). Seismic 
interferometry is one such method that can satisfy these demands (Schuster, 2009). 
Seismic interferometry is a method for naturally redatuming traces to a virtual record-
ing level by crosscorrelating traces. The key idea underlying seismic interferometry 
dates back to Claerbout's passive seismic imaging concept. First, Claerbout's (1968) 
and Rickett and Claerbout (1999) developed the daylight imaging strategy for passive 
seismic data, and later, Schuster and Rickett (2000) and Schuster (2001) developed an 
interferometric imaging strategy for both deterministic and passive seismic data. All 
these techniques create virtual data by crosscorrelating traces from the original data. It 
is not easy to get accurate virtual data because the interferometric technique requires 
integration along an infinite range yet the acquisition geometry is limited for practical 
reasons, which causes artifacts in the redatumed traces. Another difficulty is that the 
interferometric operation gives more information than expected (e.g., interferometry 
predicts both reflections and surface waves). To overcome these liabilities, we need to 
combine interferometric operators with other operators to improve the accuracy. 
In this dissertation, I investigate two main factors that affect the imaging quality: 1) 
multiples, which cause artifacts with the conventional primary based imaging technique; 
2) surface waves, which propagate along the surface and do not contain information about 
structures at depth. The main contributions I present in this dissertation are: 
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• I proved that interferometric datuming with an inversion scheme can remove the 
effects generated from the structures above the datum line and tested this technique 
with ocean bottom seismic (OBS) data to show that the surface-related multiples 
are attenuated in the datumed result. 
• I proved that the least squares interferometric vertical seismic profile (VSP) to 
surface seismic profile (SSP) transform can provide a virtual SSP data set without 
surface-related multiples and tested this technique with both synthetic and field 
data examples. 
• I Propose to predict and subtract the surface waves with interferometry combined 
with a nonlinear local filter and compared the result of this technique with the 
conventional technique (e.g., f — k filter). 
1.1 Chapter 2: Least Squares Interferometric 
Datuming VSP to SWP 
The conventional datuming technique is the statics correction, which cannot always 
provide good results for data recorded over a thick overburden. To remedy this problem, 
Berryhill (1979, 1984) proposed the wave equation datuming strategy, which is based on 
an extrapolation of wavefields by using the Kirchhoff integral solution to the scalar wave 
equation. Besides Berryhill's Kirchhoff operator, there are other datuming operators such 
as those that use the finite-difference (Claerbout, 1985) and the phase-shift (Gazdag, 
1978) schemes. All these operators require an a priori velocity model to generate the 
operators. Unlike the model based datuming techniques, the interferometric datuming 
operator is extracted from the data itself. When we datum seismograms down to a 
horizontal line at a given depth, we must choose the wavefields to get the datuming 
operator. Figure 1.1 shows that the wavefield G(A|B) generated with the source B and 
recorded at receiver A can be created by convolving the Green's function G(x|B) with the 
Green's function G(A|x), where So is the free surface and Si is the datum line. To datum 
the source B to be along the deeper line at Si, we need the Green's function G(x|B). If 
only part of the wavefield G(x|B) (e.g., the direct waves) is chosen to approximate the 
full down-going wavefields as the datuming operator, there will be artifacts and multiples 
(caused by structures above Si) in the datumed result as shown in Figure 1.2. With model 
based datum techniques, it is difficult to get the full down-going wavefields. Unlike model 
based datum techniques, the least squares interferometric datuming scheme extracts the 
3 
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Figure 1.1. The up-going wavefield G(A|B) can be generated from G(A|x), which 
contains no reflections from the structures above Si, and G(Bjx). The inversion problem, 
datuming with the down-going Green's function, can provide datumed traces which have 
no reflections from the structures above the datum line. 
full down-going wavefields and solves the datum problem by a least squares inversion 
algorithm; this gives a datuming result that is largely free of artifacts and multiples 
related to the reflections from structures above Si-
The benefit of the least squares interferometric datuming method is that 1) the da-
tuming operator is obtained from the recorded data so no velocity model is needed; 2) the 
datumed result has no relation to the structures above the datum line and crosstalk arti-
facts are attenuated which improves the imaging quality. The liability of the least squares 
interferometric datuming is the requirement of separating the down-going wavefields from 
the recorded data, which is not always possible, and it has a higher computation cost for 
the iterations. 
4 
Figure 1.2. Interferometric datuming with the direct wave based operator: a) generation 
of expected reflections; b) generation of artifacts; c) and d) surface-related multiples; e) 
nonsurface-related multiples. 
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1.2 Chapter 3: Least Squares Interferometric 
VSP to SSP Transform 
Wave equation interferometric migration (WEIM) is a technique for migrating the 
seismic multiples to obtain a wider illumination area (shown in Figure 1.3 with VSP 
data as an example). Jiang (2006) applied the WEIM technique to the SSP data and 
internal multiples, and He (2006) applied WEIM to a 3D VSP data. Both of them 
focus solely on the imaging and did not concentrate on improving the accuracy of the 
interferometric virtual traces. The key idea of the WEIM technique is to transform 
the seismic multiples into virtual primaries and migrate the virtual primaries to get 
the migration image. It is difficult to extract only the expected multiples from the 
recorded seismic data so the virtual traces usually contain artifacts that may degrade 
the image quality. Similar to the VSP to SWP datuming discussed in Chapter 2, the 
Figure 1.3. The illumination of VSP primaries (blue) and the illumination of the VSP 
multiples (green). 
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least squares interferometric VSP to SSP transform also uses down-going (or up-going) 
wavefields as operators in the conjugate gradient algorithm. Figure 1.4 shows that the 
receiver side down-going seismic wavefield contains both surface-related multiples and 
nonsurface-related multiples. Figure 1.5 shows that the receiver side up-going seismic 
wavefield contains both surface-related multiples and nonsurface-related multiples. As 
we know the virtual SSP traces can only be estimated from the surface-related multiples, 
so the nonsurface-related multiples will generate artifacts. Notice that the virtual SSP 
traces from down-going wavefields should be similar to those from the up-going wavefields 
while the artifacts from down-going wavefields should be different than those from the 
up-going wavefields. The acquisition geometry of the VSP data is usually limited, which 
causes artifacts even when the exact surface-related multiples axe available. A matching 
filter is applied to the result of the up-going wave field in order to match the result of the 
down-going wavefields; the artifacts caused by both the nonsurface-related multiples and 
limited acquisition geometry can be attenuated. The benefit is that the surface-related 
multiples, crosstalk artifacts, and the acquisition footprint are all attenuated. The liability 
is that the computation cost is increased by the number of iterations compared to standard 
VSP migration. 
1.3 Chapter 4: Interferometric Prediction and 
Subtraction of Surface Waves with a 
Nonlinear Local Filter 
Surface waves are considered by explorationists as coherent noise which contaminates 
the valuable reflection information in exploration records. The conventional surface wave 
attenuation tools (e.g., f — k filter) cannot preserve the reflection energy well while muting 
surface waves in the f — k domain. Figure 1.6 shows a 2D configuration of ray paths for 
the surface waves and a raypath for the reflection. It is noticeable that the raypath of 
the surface waves goes through more receivers than the raypath of the reflection, which 
means that 1) the interferometric technique can enhance the surface waves more than it 
does for the reflections; 2) the interferometric technique also predicts the reflection, even 
with relatively weaker energy. In order to separate the surface waves from the reflections, 
a nonlinear local filter (Appendix B) is used. Then, a matching filter is used to correct the 
waveform of the surface waves and to subtract them from the data. Iterative processing 
is used to attenuate the residual surface waves. 
7 
Figure 1.4. The receiver side down-going nonsurface-related multiple. 
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1.4 Technical Contributions in this Dissertation 
Chapter 2 presents the theory for least squares VSP to SWP datuming, proving that 
the least squares datuming of the up-going VSP waves recorded along a horizontal well 
can provide a datumed result which has no relation with the structures above the datum 
line; the datuming operator consists of the down-going wavefields. A synthetic OBS data 
set and a marine OBS data set are used to test this least squares interferometric datuming 
technique, which show that the surface-related multiples and the artifacts are attenuated. 
The factors which may affect the result are discussed. 
In Chapter 3, I present the theory for the least squares interferometric VSP (vertical 
well) to SSP transform, proving that this transform can generate SSP data without 
surface-related multiples. Considering the limitation of the VSP acquisition geometry, 
I apply the least squares interferometric VSP transform method to the receiver side 
up-going wavefields and down-going wavefields separately and attenuate the artifacts 
caused by the limited acquisition geometry with a matching filter. Both synthetic and field 
data are used to test this technique and the results show that this technique attenuates 
the surface-related multiples, crosstalk artifacts and the acquisition footprint induced by 
a poor acquisition geometry. 
In Chapter 4, I use the interferometric SSP to SSP transform to predict the surface 
waves and use a nonlinear local filter to separate the predicted surface waves from the 
reflections. Then a matching filter is used to correct the waveform of the surface waves 
and to subtract them from the data. Iterative processing is applied to attenuate the 
residual surface waves. 
CHAPTER 2 
LEAST SQUARES INTERFEROMETRIC 
DATUM AND MULTIPLE REMOVAL 
WITH WAVEFIELDS SEPARATION 
Seismic datuming is important for high quality seismic imaging. A common problem 
for datuming is the mitigation of crosstalk artifacts and the multiples caused by the 
structures above the datuming level. I propose an interferometric datuming scheme based 
on the separation of up-going and down-going waves to remove the crosstalk artifacts and 
multiples caused by the structures above the datuming level. This scheme includes two 
steps: First, I separate the up-going and down-going waves and use the down-going waves 
to get the interferometric datuming operator. Second, I apply least squares datuming with 
this datuming operator to get the datumed data without crosstalk artifacts and multiples 
caused by reflections in the structures above the datuming level. The numerical tests 
show that this scheme largely eliminates the crosstalk artifacts and the multiples caused 
by the structures above the datuming level. 
2.1 Introduction 
Seismic datuming is important for high quality seismic imaging. The conventional 
technique is the statics correction, which does not always provide good results for data 
recorded over a thick overburden. To remedy this problem, Berryhill (1979, 1984) 
proposed a datuming scheme based on the wave equation. Berryhill's method employs 
an extrapolation scheme using the Kirchhoff integral solution to the scalar wave equa-
tion. Besides Berryhill's Kirchhoff operator, there are other datuming operators such as 
those that use the finite-difference (Claerbout, 1985) and the phase-shift (Gazdag, 1978) 
schemes. All these operators require an a priori velocity model to generate the operators. 
Unlike the above methods, the interferometric datuming operator is obtained from the 
data set itself and does not require an a priori velocity model. The common problems for 
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datuming are the crosstalk artifacts and the multiples caused by the structures above the 
datuming level. To improve the datuming quality, I propose a least squares interferometric 
datuming scheme to remove the crosstalk artifacts and the multiples caused by the 
structures above the datuming level. This least squares datuming scheme includes 2 
steps: 1) Separate the up-going and down-going wavefields from the original data, use the 
down-going waves to obtain the interferometric datuming operator and set the up-going 
waves as the input data. 2) Combine the interferometric datuming operator with the 
conjugate gradient algorithm to get the datumed data. A synthetic data test shows that 
the crosstalk artifacts and the multiples caused by reflections in the structures above the 
datuming level are significantly suppressed. 
For redatuming data, following Wapenaar (2008), we consider the two-states situation 
shown in Figure 2.1. State 1 represents a configuration with a source at x and a receiver 
at A, and the half space above S\ is homogeneous; State 2 represents a configuration with 
the source at B and receivers at x, where x is along Si, A is below Si but close to Si 
and B is between So and Si. So denotes the free surface and S ^ denotes the boundary 
at infinity. The goal is to datum the traces from the surface to the buried horizontal well, 
in which the redatumed traces will be referred to as single well profile (SWP) data. State 
1 is the ideal model for the datuming problem where there are no structures above Si to 
generate related multiples. For state 1, we define the 2D Helmholtz equation as: 
2.2 Theory 





Figure 2.1. Configuration for the datuming. 
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(V2 + fc2)Go(A|x) = —<5(x — A); (2.1) 
where Go(A|x) is the seismic waves excited by an interior point source at x recorded at 
A. Here, k = uj/v(x), ui is the angular frequency and v(x) is the acoustic velocity. State 
2 is the actual model. For state 2, we define the Helmholtz equation as: 
(V2 + fc2)G(B|x) = —8(x - B), (2.2) 
where G(x|B) is the seismic waves excited by an exterior point source at B recorded at 
x. 
Multiplying equation 2.1 by G(x|B) and equation 2.2 by Go(A|x) and subtracting, 
we have 
G ( X | B ) V 2 G 0 ( A | X ) - G 0 ( A | x ) V 2 G ( x | B ) = G 0 (A |x )<5(x - B ) - G(x |B)<S(x - A ) . (2.3) 
Using the product rule for differentiation and Gauss's theorem and integrating over the 
volume enclosed by the boundary ,S'i + S ^ gives: 
G(A|B) = - / [ G ( x | B ) ^ W - G 0 ( A | x ) ^ M ] ^ . (2.4) 
JSi+S oo is IVx Is 1 
The integration at infinity satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation conditions and can be 
neglected. 
0 ( A | B ) = - I [ G ( x - C M A I x J ^ l d , . (2.5) 
In state 1, there are only up-going wavefields at Si because the half space above S\ 
is homogeneous, so we can write Go(A|x) as Gq (A|x). In state 2, G(x|B) is the sum of 
the down-going wavefields G + (x |B) and the up-going wavefields G~(x|B). The far-field 
approximation can be applied to give 
* - * G 0 - ( A | x ) ; (2.6) 
* -ikG~(x\B) + ikG+{x|B). (2.7) 
Substitute equation 2.6 and 2.7 into equation 2.5, we then get 
G ( A | B ) = 2ik [ G + ( X | B ) G Q (A\x)dx. (2.8) 
J Si 
Equation 2.8 implies that G(A|B) contains only the up-going waves. Taking into account 
the source spectrum, equation 2.8 can be written as 
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P~(A|B) = 2ik f G+(B|x)P(T(A|x)cta, (2.9) 
JSi 
where P0~(A|x) is the up-going wavefield recorded at A for a source at x and P~(A|B) 
is the up-going wavefield recorded at A for a source at B. Schuster and Zhou (2006) and 
Wapenaar (2008) provide similar expressions. In practice, we can obtain only the down-
going waves P + (B |x ) = S(lj)G+ (B|x), where S(u>) is the source wavelet; equation 2.9 
can now be rewritten as: 
x G Vb; S(uj)P~(A|B) = 2ik [ P+(B |x)P0 -(A|x)da:. (2.10) J s i 
Notice that P0~(A|x) denotes the up-going wavefield without multiples from the part 
above S±. Given P + (B |x) , P~(A|B) and S(u>), we can obtain P0~(A|x) by inversion. 
In vector-matrix notation, the discretization of equation 2.10 is achieved by mapping 
the functions into vectors: S(ui)P~(A|B) —> d represents the recorded outgoing pressure 
field as an M x 1 vector and P^~(x|A) —> 7 represents the desired outgoing pressure field 
at the new datum as an N x 1 vector, and P + (x |B) - > L i s a n M x J V extrapolator matrix 
for outgoing waves. In this case, we assume that only outgoing waves axe recorded. The 
least-squares estimate of the datumed data P~(x|A) is then given by solving the normal 
equations 
[ L T L ] 7 = L T d , (2.11) 
with the solution given by 
7 = [ I ^ L P ^ D . (2 .12) 
Here the Hessian inverse is given by [ L T L ] - 1 and L T is the adjoint of the forward-
modeling operator in equation 2.5. Direct matrix inversion is too computationally expen-
sive, so we solve equation 2.12 by an iterative conjugate gradient method. 
The least squares interferometric datuming can be achieved by the following six steps: 
1. Separate the up-going waves and the down-going waves in the input data. Organize 
the down-going waves to get the operator L. Here, L is obtained from the data so 
that it contains the source wavelet. According to equation 2.10, the input data d 
are the recorded data convolved with the source wavelet. 
2. Apply L t to the input data d at So to get the datumed data 7 at S\. 
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3. Forward propagate 7 to So by applying L to 7 to get the predicted data d and 
calculate the data residual Ad = d — d. 
4. Redatum the difference Ad to Si to get A7n = L T Ad and calculate (3n by Bn = 
| | A 7 „ | | 2 / | | A 7 „ _ i | | 2 to get A7 n = A 7 n + / 3 „ A 7 „ _ i , where A 7 0 = A 7 o . 
5. Compute the step length by kn = A 7 „ . ) / | | L A 7 N | | 2 and update the desired 
data 7 at the new datum by the conjugate gradient formula: 7 = 7 — KNA^'N . 
6. Go to step 3 if ||Ad||2 is not small enough and repeat steps 3-6. 
2.3 Numerical Results 
2.3.1 Synthet ic D a t a Test 
The data used to test this least squares interferometric datuming scheme are generated 
by a simple ray-tracing method applied to the three-layer model shown in Figure 2.2. The 
sources are located just below the surface with 30 meters spacing and the receivers are 
located along the 500 meters depth water bottom at a 30 meters interval. The goal is 
to datum the source down to the receiver level. In Figure 2.3, a) shows the input data 
with the acquisition geometry shown in Figure 2.2; b) shows the backup of the input data 
from the least squares interferometric datuming result; c) shows the difference between 
the original input data and the backup magnified by the factor 10. In Figure 2.4, a) shows 
the datumed result of standard interferometric datuming, in which we can see crosstalk 
artifacts and the multiples; b) shows the result of least squares interferometric datuming 
where we can see that the crosstalk artifacts and multiples are largely eliminated; c) shows 
the recorded data with the same acquisition geometry as the datumed data and we can 
see that the datumed data set is close to the ideal recorded data set with out multiples. 
The reason that the multiples and crosstalk artifacts can be removed is that the data set 
without wavefields from the structures above the datuming level can recover all the input 
wavefields so the least squares iterations removes the unnecessary information. Notice 
the part between 1.6 seconds and 1.8 seconds in the left of Figure 2.4. The reason for this 
noticeable difference is that primaries datumed from primaries have a wider acquisition 
aperture than the primaries datumed from multiples and this aperture difference generates 
residual artifacts at the boundary. This obvious residual, however, is only seen at the very 
1500 
0 X (m) 3 0 0 0 
Figure 2.2. A three-layer model used to generate the synthetic data. 
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Figure 2.3. A shot gather: a) Original input data d; b) d after 20 iterations; c) the 












Figure 2.4. Shot gathers after a) Standard interferometric datuming and b) least squares 
interferometric datuming. c) ideal recorded data. 
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far offset. 
2.3.2 Field D a t a Test 
Marine data are used to test this technique. The receivers are placed at the sea 
bottom with a spatial interval of 12.5 meters. The sources are located just below the sea 
surface with a spatial interval of 50 meters; the sea floor depth is about 1150 meters and is 
irregular. Figure 2.5 shows the least squares datuming result with direct waves only as the 
datuming operator. The direct wave operator can only move the source down to the sea 
bottom and can not suppress the multiples. Figure 2.6 shows the least squares datuming 
result with full down-going waves as the datuming operator. Compare Figure 2.6 with 
Figure 2.5 and we can see that the multiples located between 3000 ms and 4000 ms and 
between 4600 ms and 5200 ms are attenuated. Figure 2.7 shows the difference between 
Figures 2.5 and 2.6, in which most of the energy is that of the steeply dipping multiples. 
2.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, I propose a least squares interferometric datuming scheme to remove 
multiples and crosstalk artifacts while datuming the data. Numerical tests show that, 
with the separated up-going and down-going wavefields, the iterative interferometric 
datuming process removes the multiples and crosstalk artifacts and gives a datumed result 
without information from the structures above the datuming level. The multiple artifacts 
are only seen at the very far offset. This technique has the potential to improve reverse 
time migration (RTM) and multiple prediction in seismic exploration. The factors that 
can degrade the least squares datuming results are: 1) a poor up-down-going separation, 
which can cause some crosstalk artifacts; 2) very poor acquisition geometry, which will 
cause aliasing artifacts. 
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LSI SWP with Direct Wave Operator 
6.0 
0 X (m) 8000 
Figure 2.5. Least squares interferometric datuming result with direct wave operator. 
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LSI SWP with Down-going Wave operator 
X(m) 
Figure 2.6. Least squares interferometric datuming result with full down-going wave 
operator. 
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Difference of SWP 
Figure 2.7. Difference between Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The events in Figures 2.7 have 
steeper dipping angles compared with those in Figures 2.5 and 2.6, which means they are 
multiples. 
CHAPTER 3 
LEAST SQUARES INTERFEORMETRIC 
VERTICAL SEISMIC PROFILE TO 
SURFACE SEISMIC PROFILE 
TRANSFORM 
The migration of VSP primaries has a limited illumination area. To expand this 
coverage, it was shown that the interferometric method can transform the vertical seismic 
profile (VSP) data into surface seismic profile (SSP) data and greatly enlarge the subsur-
face illumination. However, the interferometry method generates crosstalk artifacts and 
it can not suppress the surface-related multiples, which will degrade the imaging quality. 
To overcome these liabilities, I propose a least squares interferometric method to suppress 
the crosstalk artifacts and the surface-related multiples. The synthetic data tests show 
that this method largely suppressesthe artifacts and free surface-related multiples. My 
results suggest the necessity of separating the down-going and up-going waves from the 
common receiver gather of the VSP data. 
3.1 Introduction 
To overcome the limited migration area of the VSP migration image, Yu and Schuster 
(2001, 2006), Jiang et al. (2005) and He (2005) demonstrated that migration of VSP 
free-surface-related multiples has a much wider illumination of the subsurface, and most 
importantly the area above the geophones is also imaged. Their field data applications 
showed that migration of VSP multiples can achieve an imaging area similar to that of 
a small CDP survey around the well. However, there are crosstalk artifacts and surface-
related multiples. To solve these problems, we propose a least squares interferometric 
method (Schuster and Zhou, 2006). This method includes five steps: 1) separate the 
up-going and down-going waves from the data at the receiver side, 2) interferometrically 
transform the VSP data into SSP data, 3) inverse transform the SSP data to get VSP data 
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and calculate the difference, 4) interferometrically transform the difference and update 
the SSP data by the conjugate gradient method, and 5) inverse transform the updated 
SSP data to get the VSP data and calculate the difference. Go back to step 4 if the 
difference is not small enough. This chapter is divided into three parts: the first part 
describes the theory of least squares datuming, the second part provides the synthetic 
numerical test and the third part gives a discussion. 
For redatuming data, following Wapenaar (2008), we consider a two-state situation 
shown in Figure 3.1. State 1 represents a configuration with the source at A and receiver 
at x, the half space above Si is homogeneous; State 2 represents a configuration with 
the source at B and receivers at x, where x is along Si, A is above Si but infinitely 
close to Si and B is below Si and in a well. So denotes the free surface and Soo denotes 
the boundary at infinity. The goal is to transform the VSP surface-related multiples 
into Surface Seismic Profile (SSP) data. State 1 is an imaginary model for the datuming 
problem. For state 1, we define the Helmholtz equation as: 
3.2 Theory 
( V 2 + /C2)GO(A|X) = —5(x — A ) ; (3-1) 
State 1 State 2 
A 
S S 
Figure 3.1. Configuration for the VSP to SSP transform. 
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where Go(A|x) represents the seismic waves excited by an exterior point source at A 
and recorded at x. Here, k — lj/v(x), ui is the angular frequency and i>(x) is the acoustic 
velocity. State 2 is the actual model. For state 2, we define the Helmholtz equation as: 
(V2 + fc2)G(B|x) = -<5 (x -B) , (3.2) 
where G(x|B) represents the seismic waves excited by an interior point source at B and 
recorded at x. 
Multiplying equation 3.1 by G(x|B) and equation 3.2 by Go(A|x) and subtracting, 
we have 
G(x|B)V2G0(A|x) - G0(A|x)V2G(x|B) = G0(A|x)£(x - B) - G(x|B)<5(x - A). (3.3) 
Using the product rule for differentiation and Gauss's theorem and integrating over the 
volume enclosed by the boundary Si + So0 gives: 
G(A|B) = / [ G ( x | B ) ^ W _
 G o ( A | X ) ^ E ! 5 ) ] d l | (3.4) iSi+Soo dnx dnx 
where dG°a{^ = VG(A\x) • nx and nx is the unit normal to boundary pointing outward. 
The integration at infinity satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation conditions and can be 
neglected to give 
<9G0(A|x) „ ,A. 9G(x|B) 
/Si 
In state 1, there are only up-going wavefields at Si because the half space above Si 
is homogeneous, so we can write Go(A|x) as G^~(A|x). In state 2, G(x|B) is a sum of 
the down-going wavefields G+(x |B) and the up-going wavefields G~(x|B). The far-field 
approximation can be applied to give 
3Go(A|x) 
G(A|B) = J s [ G ( x | B ) ^ £ W - G 0 ( A | x ) ^ ] . x . (3.5) 
dn. 
9G(x|B) 
—ifcGo (A|x), (3.6) 
-ikG~(x\B) +ikG+(x\B). (3.7) 
onx 
Substituting equations 3.6 and 3.7 into equation 3.5, we get 
G(A|B) = -2 i k [ G+(x|B)G0"(A|x)da:. (3.8) 
J Si 
Equation 3.8 implies that G(A|B) represents the up-going waves only for a source at B 
and receiver at A. Considering the source spectrum, equation 3.8 can be rewritten as 
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P~(A|B) = —2ik f G+(B\x.)Po(A\x)dx. (3.9) 
JSi 
where P0_(A|x) is the bandlimited up-going wavefield recorded at A for a source at x 
and P~(A|B) is the up-going wavefield recorded at A from a source at B. Schuster 
and Zhou (2006) and Wapenaar (2008) provide similar expressions. In practice, we can 
only obtain the down-going waves P + (B |x ) = 5(w)G+(B|x), where S(u) is the source 
wavelet. Equation 3.9 can be written as: 
x € Vb; S(w)P~(A|B) = -2ik [ P+(Blx)P0-(A |xW:r. (3.10) 
J Si 
Notice that P0~(A|x) denotes the up-going wavefield without multiples from the part 
above Si. Given P + (B|x) , P~(A|B) and S(u), we can obtain P0~(A|x) by inversion. 
In vector-matrix notation, the discretization of equation 3.10 is achieved by mapping the 
functions into vectors: S'(w)P -(A|B) —> d represents the recorded outgoing pressure field 
as an M x 1 vector and P0~(x|A) —> 7 represents the desired outgoing pressure field at the 
new datum as an A^  x 1 vector, and P + (x |B) —* L is the M x N extrapolator matrix for 
outgoing waves. In this case, we assume that VSP surface-related multiples are available. 
The least-squares estimate of the SSP data P0~(x|A) is then given by solving the normal 
equations 
[ L T L ] 7 = L T d , (3.11) 
with the solution given by 
7 = [ I ^ L ] " 1 ! ^ . (3.12) 
Here the Hessian inverse is given by [ L T L ] - 1 and L T is the adjoint of the forward-
modeling operator in equation 3.5. Direct matrix inversion is too computationally expen-
sive, so we solve equation 3.12 by an iterative conjugate gradient method. 
It is not easy to isolate the surface-related multiples from the data, so we separate 
the up-going and down-going waves at the receiver side and apply the least squares 
interferometric VSP to SSP transform. 
Using the receiver side down-going waves as an example, the least squares interfero-
metric VSP to SSP transform can be achieved by following 6 steps: 
1. Use the VSP down-going wave shot gather, which shares the same source position 
with the expected SSP, as the input data and mute the direct waves from the 
data. Organize the down-going waves shot gathers between the expected SSP source 
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position and the well horizontal position to get the operator L. Here, L is obtained 
from the data so that it contains the source wavelet. According to equation 3.10, 
the input data d represents the recorded data convolved with the source wavelet. 
2. Apply L t to the input data d at So to get the datumed data 7 at S'i. 
3. Forward propagate 7 to So by applying L to 7 to get the predicted data d and 
calculate the data residual Ad = d — d. 
4. Redatum the residual Ad to Si to get A j n = L T A d and calculate 8 n , where 
Pn = | |A7„| |2 / | |A7 J l_i | |2 to get Ajn = Ayn + / ? „ A ^ - i , where A70 = A 7 o . 
5. Compute the steplength by kn = (Ajn, A7 n ) / | |LA7 n | | 2 and update the desired data 
7 at the new datum by the conjugate gradient formula: 7 = 7 — knAyn. 
6. Go to step 3 if | |Ad| |2 is not small enough and repeat steps 3-6. 
3.3 Numerical Results 
3.3 .1 S y n t h e t i c D a t a Test 
The least squares scheme is tested for a simple three-layer model (Figure 3.2). Al-
though the data are generated for a 2D model, this method can be applied to 3D data. 
Figure 3.3 shows a typical configuration of VSP down-going surface-related multiples on 
the receiver side (left) and the mirror-image figure where the sources are flipped down 
and the receivers are flipped up (right). Here we set the crossing point of the well 
and the surface as the origin. The receiver depth range is between d\ and d-2 and the 
corresponding SSP source-receiver range is between x\ and X2- The source position is xs 
and the reflectors are located at a depth of h. With the given geometry we can get the 
following relations: 
= *&2hX» ( 3 " 1 3 ) 
d2 X2 d2 + 2h 
Figure 3.4 shows a typical configuration of receiver-side VSP up-going surface-related 
multiples (left). Flip the receivers on the right figure one more time and we can get a 




Figure 3.2. A 2D three-layer velocity model 
Figure 3.3. Ray diagrams associated with the VSP to SSP transform for down-going 
surface-related multiples on the receiver side. 
Figure 3.4. VSP to SSP transform for up-going surface-related multiples at the receiver 
side. 
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between the VSP acquisition geometry and the SSP acquisition geometry can be derived 
in the same way. Prom equation 3.14 we can get the following information for a given 
source position: 
1. The deeper the reflector, the closer the aperture of the virtual SSP data to the well. 
2. The deeper the recever in the well, the farther the aperture of the virtual SSP from 
the well. 
3. For the given reflectors and geometry shown in Figure 3.3, we can only get the 
virtual SSP traces between x\ and :r;2 from the first-order down-going multiples. 
4. From higher-order surface-related multiples, we can obtain the virtual SSP traces 
farther away from the well. 
To test the feasibility of the least squares algorithm, synthetic shot gathers are generated 
by a finite-difference solution to the 2D acoustic wave equation for the three layer model 
in Figure 3.2. The vertical well is located at 1000 meters from the left and there are 130 
receivers in the well with a 10 meter interval. There are 100 sources located at the surface 
on the left side of the well with a 10 meter interval. Figure 3.5 shows a common shot 
gather for a source at 1000 meters from the well. Figure 3.6 and 3.7 show the down-going 
waves and up-going waves separated from Figure 3.5. The up-down wavefield separation 
was carried out in the f — k domain. 
3.3.2 Synthet ic D a t a Test: Near Offset 
Figure 3.8 shows the standard interferometric SSP result (left) calculated from the VSP 
down-going waves and the corresponding recorded SSP data set (right) with the source 
at x = 350 m. Only the upper two events in the right figure are primary reflections 
and the other events are multiples. We notice that the standard interferometric result 
contains the primaries, multiples and crosstalk artifacts. Figure 3.9 shows the least 
squares interferometric SSP result (left) computed from the VSP down-going waves and 
the corresponding recorded SSP data set with the source at x = 350 m. We can see 
the primaries are preserved and the multiples and crosstalk artifacts are suppressed. 
Figure 3.10 shows the least squares interferometric SSP result (left) from the VSP up-
going waves and the corresponding recorded SSP data set with the source at x = 350 m. 
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Figure 3.5. A VSP common shot gather excited at 1000 meter from the left side of the 
model. 
and crosstalk artifacts. Considering that the SSP result from up-going and down-going 
waves should give the same primaries but different multiples and crosstalk artifacts, a 
matching filter (Cao,2009) is applied to these results to refine the result. The result 
after matching filter correction is shown in Figure 3.11. Figure 3.12 shows the waveform 
comparison between the standard interferometric result and the recorded data set. We 
can see that the standard interferometric gives multiples and crosstalk artifacts, and the 
waveforms does not fit well with the recorded data. Figure 3.13 shows the waveform 
comparison between the least squares interferometric result and the recorded data set. 
We can see that the multiples and crosstalk artifacts are attenuated. Figure 3.14 shows 
the result after matching filter correction and we can see that waveforms better correlate 
with the recorded data. 
VSP Shot Gather 
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VSP Dowrigoing Waves 
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 
Z(m) 
Figure 3.6. The down-going waves separated from the traces shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.7. The up-going waves separated from the traces shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.8. (Left) The standard interferometric SSP data obtained from VSP down-go-
ing surface-related multiples and (right) the ideal SSP data (the events between 2 second 



























X(m) 300 100 200 X(m) 300 
Figure 3.9. (Left) The least squares interferometric SSP data obtained from VSP 
down-going surface-related multiples and (right) the ideal SSP data (the events between 
2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with the source 
at x = 350 m 
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LSI CSG Recorded Data 
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Figure 3.10. (Left) The least squares interferometric SSP data obtained from VSP 
up-going surface-related multiples and (right) the ideal SSP data (the events between 2 
second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with the source at 
x = 350 m 
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Corrected LSI CSG Recorded Data 
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Figure 3.11. (Left) The corrected least squares interferometric SSP data after appli-
cation of the matching filter to the result in Figure 3.9 in order to match the result in 
Figure 3.10 
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True versus SI. Traces at S1 
Trace Number 
Figure 3.12. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 170 m to 210 m) generated from VSP 
data by standard interferometric algorithm; and the ideal SSP data (the events between 
2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with the source 
at x = 350 m. 
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True versus LSI Traces at S1 
Trace Number 
Figure 3.13. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 170 TO to 210 TO) generated from VSP 
data by the least squares interferometric algorithm; and the ideal SSP data (the events 
between 2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with 
the source at x = 350 m 
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True versus Corrected LSI Traces at S1 
Trace Number 
Figure 3.14. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 170 m to 210 m) of the corrected 
least squares interferometric SSP data from VSP data; and the ideal SSP data (the 
events between 2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) 
with the source at x = 350 m 
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3.3.3 Synthet ic D a t a Test: Far Offset 
Figure 3.15 shows the standard interferometric SSP result (left) from the VSP down-
going waves and the corresponding recorded SSP data set (right) with the source at 
x = 750 TO. From equation 3.14 we know that different orders of multiples give virtual SSP 
traces at different acquisition ranges but the virtual SSP data from lower order multiples 
have stronger energy so that the artifacts from lower-order multiples contaminate the 
expected information from higher-order multiples. This is the reason that the standard 
interferometric result looks different from the recorded result. Figure 3.16 shows the least 
squares interferometric SSP result (left) computed from the VSP down-going waves and 
the corresponding recorded SSP data set with the source at x — 750 TO. Figure 3.17 shows 
the least squares interferometric SSP result (left) calculated from the VSP up-going waves 
and the corresponding recorded SSP data set with the source at x = 750 TO. We can see 
that the least squares technique improves the prediction of the primaries and suppresses 
the multiples and crosstalk artifacts. Figure 3.18 shows the matching filter result where 
we can see that the matching filter attenuates more artifacts and multiples. 
Figure 3.19 shows the standard interferometric traces at the left side of Figure 3.15 
(left) and the recorded data with the source at x = 750 TO. We can see that the first 
primary reflection event is partly predicted while the second primary reflection event and 
the multiples do not fit the recorded data at all. There are also artifacts. Figure 3.20 
shows the traces of the least square interferometric result at the same receiver positions 
as the traces in Figure 3.19. We can see that the least squares iterations do not help 
to improve and suppress the multiples and artifacts. The reason is that the limited 
recording aperture prevents the creation of all the SSP primaries, which can only create 
part of the first primary event. Figure 3.21 shows the matching filter corrected result in 
Figure 3.20 and we can see that the first primary event is improved and all other artifacts 
are attenuated. 
Figure 3.22 shows the standard interferometric traces in the middle of Figure 3.15 
(left) and the recorded data with the source at x = 750 TO. The recorded traces that 
contain more multiples are more able to generate primaries and multiples, as shown in 
Figure 3.22. Figure 3.23 shows the traces of the least squares interferometric result, where 
we can see an improvement in the prediction of the primaries and the attenuation of the 
multiples. Figure 3.24 shows the matching filter applied to the result of Figure 3.23 and 
we can see that the first primary event is improved and all other artifacts are attenuated. 
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Figure 3.15. (Left) The standard interferometric SSP data obtained from VSP down-go-
ing surface-related multiples and (right) the ideal SSP data (the events between 2 second 
and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with the source at x = 750 
m 
Figure 3.25 shows the waveforms of standard interferometric traces at the right side 
of Figure 3.15 (left) and the recorded data with the source at x = 750 m. We can see 
that the first primary reflection events are badly predicted while the second primary 
reflection events and multiples are predicted. Figure 3.26 shows the traces of the least 
squares interferometric result given in Figure 3.25 and we can see the improvement of 
the second primary event and the attenuation of the multiples. Figure 3.27 shows the 
result corrected by a matching filter in Figure 3.26 and we can see that more artifacts 
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Figure 3.16. (Left) The least squares interferometric SSP data obtained from VSP 
down-going surface-related multiples and (right) the ideal SSP data (the events between 
2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with the source 
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Figure 3.17. (Left) The least squares interferometric SSP data obtained from VSP 
up-going surface-related multiples and (right) the ideal SSP data (the events between 2 
second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with the source at 
x = 750 m 
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Figure 3.18. (Left) The corrected least squares interferometric SSP data after appli-
cation of the matching filter to the result in Figure 3.16 in order to match the result in 
Figure 3.17 
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Figure 3.19. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 150 TO to 190 TO) generated from VSP 
data by standard interferometric algorithm; and the ideal SSP data (the events between 
2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with the source 
at x = 750 TO 
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Figure 3.20. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 150 m to 190 m) generated from VSP 
data by the least squares interferometric algorithm; and the ideal SSP data (the events 
between 2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with 
the source at x = 750 m 
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Figure 3.21. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 150 m to 190 m) of the corrected least 
squares interferometric SSP data obtained from VSP data; and the ideal SSP data (the 
events between 2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) 
with the source at x = 750 m 
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Figure 3.22. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 420 TO to 460 TO) generated from VSP 
data by standard interferometric algorithm; and the ideal SSP data (the events between 
2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with the source 
at x = 750 TO 
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Figure 3.23. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 420 m to 460 m) generated from VSP 
data by the least squares interferometric algorithm; and the ideal SSP data (the events 
between 2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with 
the source at x = 750 m 
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Figure 3.24. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 420 m to 460 TO) of the corrected 
least squares interferometric SSP data from VSP data; and the ideal SSP data (the 
events between 2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) 
with the source at x = 750 m, 
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Figure 3.25. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 620 m to 660 m) generated from VSP 
data by standard interferometric algorithm; and the ideal SSP data (the events between 
2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with the source 
at x = 750 TO 
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Figure 3.26. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 620 m to 660 m) generated from VSP 
data by the least squares interferometric algorithm; and the ideal SSP data (the events 
between 2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) with 
the source at x = 750 m 
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True versus Corrected LSI Traces at S1 
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Figure 3.27. Virtual SSP traces (with offset from 620 m to 660 m) of the corrected 
least squares interferometric SSP data from VSP data; and the ideal SSP data (the 
events between 2 second and 4 second are the primaries, all other events are multiples.) 
with the source at x = 750 m 
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3.3.4 Field D a t a Test 
The field data used to test this method consist of reverse vertical seismic profile (RVSP) 
traces, which consist of 98 shot gathers with sources in the vertical well and recievers along 
the surface. The source interval is 10 feet and the receiver interval is 25 feet. The record 
length is 1 second with sample interval 0.25 ms. A bandpass filter has been applied to 
the data with bandpass parameters 50-60-450-460 Hz. Figure 3.28 (a) and (b) show the 
standard interferometric result obtained form the VSP down-going waves and up-going 
waves respectively with the source at 550 feet from the well. Figure 3.28 (c) is a reference 
SSP data with source at the well position. Figures 3.29 (a) and (b) show the least squares 
results in Figure 3.28 (a) and (b). In Figure 3.29, we can see that the iterations improve 
the clarity of some events while it suppresses the signal in others. We do not know how 
the exact SSP data should appear, but we can see some similar events in the reference SSP 
data (indicated by the white dash lines). Figure 3.30 shows the matching filter corrected 
SSP result, in which we can see that more artifacts or multiples are attenuated. We can 
also see some similar events indicated by white dashed lines. It appears to be noisy in the 
lower part, which cannot be trusted because we do not have enough multiples to create 
events at later times. 
3.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, I propose a least-squares interferometric scheme to transform the 
VSP data into SSP data and test this method on both synthetic and field data sets. 
With the separation of up-down-going waves at the receiver side, we apply the least 
squares interferometric technique to the down-going and up-going waves respectively. 
The test results show that this least squares scheme improves the accuracy of the virtual 
traces for a limited acquisition geometry. It can suppress the cross talk artifacts and 
attenuate the multiples. Because the information we use to create the SSP data is from 
the surface-related multiples, the nonsurface-related multiples (internal multiples) may 
generate artifacts. A matching filter correction applied to the virtual data significantly 
improves the results. This scheme requires an up- and down-going separation, which can 
be achieved in the / — k domain. A good separation can accelerate the convergence rate. 
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Figure 3.28. Comparison: a) The standard interferometric SSP data obtained from 
VSP down-going surface-related multiples with the source at x = 30 m; b) The standard 
interferometric SSP data obtained from VSP up-going surface-related multiples with the 
source at x = 30 TO; C) a reference SSP data with the source at x = 200 m 
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Figure 3.29. Comparison: a) The least squares interferometric SSP data from VSP 
down-going surface-related multiples with the source at x = 30 m; b) The least squares 
interferometric SSP data from VSP up-going surface-related multiples with the source at 
x = 30 m; c) a reference SSP data with the source at x = 200 m 
Figure 3.30. Datumed result: a) The corrected least squares interferometric SSP data 
after applying a matching filter to shot gather in Figure 3.29 (a) to match the result in 
Figure 3.29 (b); b) a reference SSP data with the source at x = 200 m 
CHAPTER 4 
INTERFEROMETRIC PREDICTION AND 
SUBTRACTION OF SURFACE WAVES 
WITH A NONLINEAR LOCAL FILTER 
Surface waves are a form of coherent noise that can obscure valuable reflection in-
formation in exploration records. It is sometimes difficult to eliminate these surface 
waves by traditional filtering approaches, such as an f — k filter, without damaging the 
useful signals. As a partial remedy, we propose an interferometric method to predict and 
subtract surface waves in seismic data. The removal of surface waves by the proposed 
interferometric method consists of three steps: 1) remove most of the surface waves by a 
nonlinear local filter; 2) predict the residual surface waves by the interferometric method; 
3) separate the residual surface waves from the result of step 2 by a nonlinear local filter 
and remove the residual surface waves by a matched filter from the result of step 1. Field 
data tests, both for 2D and 3D data, show that the method effectively suppresses surface 
waves and preserves the reflection information. Results suggest that the effectiveness of 
this method is sensitive to the parameter selection of the nonlinear local filter. 
4.1 Introduction 
Surface waves propagate along the earth's free surface and attenuate slowly, thus 
making up a large part of the energy in a seismogram. The velocity of surface waves is 
often nearly the same as the shear-wave velocity of the upper layers and it is always less 
than the reflected waves. Thus, the surface waves coexist with and blur the reflection data, 
which can strongly degrade the processing steps such as amplitude versus offset (AVO), 
dip moveout (DMO), velocity analysis, and prestack migration. An additional difficulty is 
that surface waves are often dispersive (Dobrin, 1951), meaning that their phase velocity 
is frequency dependent. To make matters worse, the surface waves are poorly sampled in 
space because of their short wavelengths and relatively coarse geophone spacing designed 
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to sample the longer apparent wavelengths of the body waves. These factors make it 
difficult for conventional methods to separate surface waves from the desired reflection 
data; for example, pie—slice filtering in the frequency—wave number ( / — k) domain 
(Yilmaz, 2001). Although stacking after NMO is an effective way to mitigate the effect 
of surface waves, it cannot improve the prestack data. 
Several techniques have been proposed to remove surface waves from seismic records. 
Among these are multichannel filtering (Galbraith and Wiggins, 1968), spectral balancing 
(Coruh and Costain, 1983), muting, and f — k filtering, which is the most frequently used 
method. Other methods include a linear frequency-modulated matched filter (Saatcilar 
and Camtez, 1988), and wavelet filters (Schuster and Sun, 1993) to eliminate surface 
waves. All of these techniques are useful in surface wave suppression. 
To overcome some of the liabilities of traditional surface waves filtering methods, we 
propose, following Dong and Schuster (2006), to suppress the surface waves and minimize 
harm to the reflection data by using an interferometric method combined with a nonlinear 
local filter. In this new method, the data are first preprocessed using a nonlinear local 
filter to predict and subtract the surface waves. Halliday et al. (2007) used a similar 
approach to eliminate surface waves. After this processing, there are still some residual 
surface waves. In the second step, we use the interferometric method to predict and 
amplify the residual surface waves, but the primaries are less amplified. Third, the 
nonlinear local filter is used to separate the residual surface waves from the predicted 
result in the second step and these residual surface waves are removed by a matched 
filter from the result of the first step. Field data tests demonstrate that this method can 
suppress surface waves more completely than the original method proposed by Dong and 
Schuster (2006). For sparsely sampled 3D data, a time shift is applied to the traces in 
each shot gather to flatten the surface waves, then these flat events are interferometrically 
predicted and a nonlinear local filter technique is applied. The results show that this 
technique is also successful for the single case of a 3D data set. 
4.2 Methodology 
In the far-field approximation, the elastodynamic seismic interferometric reciprocity 
equation of correlation type can be written in the frequency domain (Wapenaar, 2004; 
Schuster, 2008) as 
A, B G V; Im[D(B| A)] « u,|W(W)|2 L + S o o 7(x)G(x|B)*G(x| A)d 2 x (4.1) 
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where V is the volume bounded by the boundary So + SQ0, W(uj) is the source wavelet, 
* denotes the complex conjugate and Ira means the imaginary part. The integration 
surface in Figure 4.1 is described by the solid line So and the half circle Soo at infinity, 
which can be neglected in a sufficiently heterogeneous medium (Wapenaar, 2006). Also, 
D ( B | A ) = | W / ( O J ) ) 2 G ( B | A ) is the bandlimited Green's function with source wavelet 
\W (uj ) \ 2 . Here, the Green's function G ( B | A ) denotes the far-field solution of the elastic 
wave equation for a vertical—component point force source at A and with a vertical 
component receiver at B, and 7(x) describes the radiation pattern at x (Schuster, 2008); 
and So is the surface along which the sources are excited. 
To demonstrate that equation 4.1 can predict surface waves, consider the example in 
Figure 4.1 with a three-layer medium embedded in a homogeneous half-space, where the 
arrivals, excited by a source at x, consist of primaries, free-surface related multiples, direct 
waves and surface waves, etc.. The corresponding vertial component Green's function for 
these arrivals can be described asymptotically as a sum of a specular primary reflection, 
a first-order ghost reflection, a surface wave, a direct wave, and other arrivals, 
p r i m . . g h o s t . s u r f • d i r 
G(B|x) = rielu;rxB + r2e,a,T*B,B + rae '^B + r4eluJTxB + other terms, , . 
G(A|x) = rieKP l"° + r ^ e ^ A ^ + r ^ e ^ A * + r ^ e ^ A + other terms, 
where the high-order multiples are denoted by "other terms". The r i , r-x, r'a, r'4 and 
the primed terms take into account geometrical spreading, radiation pattern effects for 
the mode under consideration, phase shifts, and reflection coefficients associated with 
the wave propagation; and the traveltimes for the specular first-order ghost, primary 
reflection, surface wave1 and direct waves are described by T ^ g , t ^ b ™ t ^ ^ ' and 
respectively, for a source at x and a receiver at B. The expressions for the primary, ghost 
reflections and surface waves for a receiver at A are also given in equation 4.2. Here, the 
amplitude of the surface wave is assumed to be significantly larger than the body wave 
terms. 
Assuming a line along which the sources and receivers are located and substituting 
equation 4.2 into equation 4.1 yields: 
1For a vertically layered medium, the far-field approximation to the z-component of the elastic Green's 
tensor for a point dislocation in the z direction takes the form of a propagating surface wave with the 
functional dependence e%kp/y/kp, where p is the horizontal distance between the surface source and the 
surface receiver, and k is the horizontal wavenumber for a particular surface wave mode (Aki and Richards, 
1980). Equation 2 implicitly assumes that a single mode of propagation has separated from the other 
modes at the far-offset location, but the discussion is also applicable when several strong surface wave 
modes are simultaneously present in the data (see Appendix A). 
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Figure 4.1. The geometry of interest with the free surface denoted by So and the 
boundary S ^ at infinity denoted by the dashed line. 
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/ M [ G ( B | A ) ] = O/RIR2 / S O 7 (X)E- I ^ T XB?L - ^ T M )D 2 X 
W 3 r s JSo 7 ( x ) e - ^ B ' ' - : r ) d 2 x (4.3) 
+ajr'4r4 JSg 7(x)e_iw(rxBrt ~rxA )d 2x + other terms 
The first three terms can be manipulated by adding and subtracting the specular primary 
reflection time t74™1', the surface waves travel times and the direct waves travel 
times r^g in the exponential, respectively, to give: 
/ R N [ G ( B | A ) ] = u r i r 2 e " i < B m / S Q 7 (X)E- I T J ( T S?B-[^ P A M ' +^AB M " ] )D 2 X 
+ ^ r 3 e - - - A B f f S o 7(x)e°--(^B f" " K I ' +^uBrfDd2x 
+wr^r4e-
iurAB /S q 7(x)e" iw(TxB-[^ir +^ab Dd2x + other terms ( ' ' 
~ Ci7wr'1r2e-ia;TABm + C27wr^r3e- iaJriBf + C37wr^r4e-iwTAB + other terms 
which follows by the stationary phase approximation at high frequencies for simple 
stationary points and all the other terms, which do not have a stationary point inline with 
the array, can be neglected. Here, 7 denotes the value of
 7 (x) at the stationary point, 
the integration along the boundary at infinity is neglected (Wapenaar, 2006), and C\, C2 
and C3 are asymptotic coefficients. The asymptotic expressions in the above equation 
have the same acausal phase characteristics as a primary reflection, a surface wave, and 
a direct wave with a source at A and receiver at B. Analyzing the "other terms" will 
yield similar types of waves but with causal phase characteristics. 
Prom equation 4.4 we see that the reflected waves and direct waves are also predicted 
along with the surface waves. For a given pair of positions on the surface A and B, 
there are only two stationary source positions that convert a ghost and primary into 
a virtual primary arrival from a specified interface while every source position that is 
inline with the source and receiver is a stationary source location for the surface waves 
and direct waves. Therefore, a few irregularly spaced inline source positions are unlikely 
to visit the stationary point for a specific body wave prediction; yet all inline source 
positions will be the stationary points for the prediction of virtual surface waves in a 
layered medium. This means that predicted surface waves and direct waves will be greatly 
amplified relative to the predicted body waves for a sparse inline source distribution. 
Moreover, the amplitude of a surface wave that spreads along a surface is typically larger 
than that of a body wave that spreads out in a volume. Therefore, the strategy is to 
select a sparse, random distribution of source points when approximating the integral in 
equation 4.1 by a summation. To enhance the prediction of surface waves, we also need 
to separate the surface waves from other waves. 
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The proposed work flow to attenuate surface waves is illustrated in Figure 4.2 and 
consists of the following steps: 
1. The time domain representations of the actual and interferometric shot gathers 
are defined as d(A,t\x,Q) and d(A,t\x,0)Pred-. The surface waves d(A,t|x,0)SOT* 
are isolated from the raw data by a nonlinear local filter (see Appendix B) to get 
d(A, t|x, 0)res-, where d(A,t|x,0)res- = d(A,t\x.,0) - d{A,t\x,0)surf-. 
2. The residual data d(A, i|x, 0)res- are correlated and summed over shot positions 
according to equation 4.1. In this case, the integration is approximated by a sum 
over coarsely spaced shot positions followed by an inverse Fourier transform in 
frequencies. The output is the predicted surface waves d(A, £|x, 0)p r e d \ 
3. The predicted surface waves in the space-time domain axe adaptively 
filtered and subtracted from the residual part of the raw data to give the estimated 
reflections. The adaptive filter f(a',t)a is found by minimizing the sum of the 
squared residuals 
e = £ £ r ( A , * ) 2 (4.5) 
t A 
where the residual is given by 
residual data predicted data 
a+n ~ , ^
 s 
r(A,t) = Y , ld((a,0),t\x,0yes--d((a\0),t\x,0red-*f(a',t)a}, (4.6) 
a' —n—a 
where the * symbol denotes temporal convolution and the 2D coordinate notation 
for A — (a, 0) says that the receivers at A are located with offset index a on the 
surface at z = 0. The summation is over the positions of the 2n + 1 traces that 
symmetrically surround the pivot trace at A in the shot gather for a source at 
x; f(a',t)a is the local multichannel filter that overlaps the pivot trace at A and 
f(a', t)a is nonzero only over a small window in space (centered at offset a) and time, 
where a' is the offset index for the trace in the shot gather d(A', f|x, 0). Successful 
results are sometimes achieved with windows three traces wide and two periods tall. 
This adaptive filter is similar to those used for the prediction and subtraction of 
free-surface-related multiples (Verschuur et al., 1992; Verschuur, 2006). The overlap 
between neighboring windows is from 5 to 10 percent of the window width, filtered 
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Figure 4.2. Workflow to remove surface waves, d denotes the input data. rfjvLF denotes 
the result of applying a NLF on data d. F j v l f denotes the NLF filter. dres denotes the 
residual data after removing the surface waves predicted by NLF. dsurf denotes surface 
waves predicted by interferometry from dres and Fint is the interferometric prediction 
processing. dsurf denotes surface waves predicted by NLF from dsurf. Fis denotes the 
least squares matching filter. dres denotes the difference between dres and FLs(dSUrf) 
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results are averaged across the overlap window zone. After f(a',t)a is computed, 
the filtered-predicted data d(A, i|x, Q)Pred- * f(a',t)a are subtracted from the actual 
data to give the residual, which is an estimate of the reflected data d(A,£|x, 0)refl-
free of surface waves: 
a+n 
d(A,t|x,0)re"- = £ [d((a, 0), i|x, 0)res ' — d((a', 0), i|x, 0)pred ' * f(a', t)<(]1.7) 
a'=n—a 
4. If the surface waves are still noticeable in d(A, t\x, 0 ) r e f L , then steps 1-3 are repeated 
except the input traces are d(A, t\x, 0 ) r e f L . This process is repeated until the surface 
waves are suitably extinguished. 
4.3 Numerical Results 
Both 2D and 3D land data are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of this surface-
wave removal method and the work flow is shown in Figure 4.2. The recording environ-
ment is arid. 
4.3.1 2 D Field D a t a Example 
The 2D data here are from a land survey and have shot and receiver intervals of 30 
meters, with 240 traces per shot gather. The sampling rate is 4 milliseconds and the trace 
length is 2 seconds. Figure 4.3 shows (left) a shot gather with surface waves and reflections 
and the same shot gather (right) after removing the surface waves by the nonlinear local 
filter. Comparing these two images, we find that most of the surface waves are removed 
and we can more easily identify the reflections. But there is still a large surface wave 
residual. It is difficult to completely eliminate the surface waves by the nonlinear local 
filter because this filter relies on a high energy contrast between the signal and noise in 
the data. Figure 4.4 shows the results of removing surface waves using the nonlinear local 
filter (left) and the interferometric prediction of surface waves (right). Comparing these 
two images, we see that the surface waves with weak energy shown on the left figure are 
amplified by the interferometric processing (shown in the right figure). Figure 4.5 shows 
the results of removing surface waves using the nonlinear local filter (left) and using the 
interferometry + the nonlinear local filter for two iterations (right). Comparing these 
two results, we see that there is less surface wave energy in the right 
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Figure 4.3. Common-shot gather (CSG) (a) before and (b) after removing surface waves 
with the nonlinear local filter. 
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Figure 4.4. Result of removing surface waves using (a) the nonlinear local filter and (b) 
the interferometric prediction of surface waves. 
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Figure 4.5. Result of removing surface waves using (a) the nonlinear local filter and (b) 
using the Int.+NLF method for two iterations. 
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Figure 4.6. Comparison (a) the original CSG with (b) result after removing surface 
waves using Int. + NLF for two iterations. 
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image compared to the left. The interferometry + the nonlinear local filter successfully 
attenuates the residual surface waves. Figure 4.6 shows the original data (left) and the 
result of removing surface waves using the interferometry + the nonlinear local filter for 
two iterations (right). Comparing these two images, it is obvious that much of the surface 
wave energy is removed and the reflections are clearly revealed. 
Figure 4.7 shows the predicted surface waves using the nonlinear local filter from the 
original data (left) and the residual surface waves (the remaining surface waves after 
subtracting the surface waves predicted in the left figure) after using the interferometry 
+ the nonlinear local filter method for two iterations (right). Comparing the two results 
in Figure 4.7, the obvious difference is that the surface waves with lower energy (lower 
left—hand side) which could not be predicted by the nonlinear local filter (no surface 
waves predicted in the lower left—hand side of Figure 4.7) are now predicted by the 
interferometry + nonlinear local filter method. 
Figure 4.8 is the result of removing surface waves using an f — k filter (left) and using 
the interferometry + the nonlinear local filter for two iterations (right). Comparing the 
upper parts of these pictures, the difference is that the right one appears to be smoothed 
while the left one contains more details. For the lower parts of these two pictures, we 
can find that the reflections on the right are continuous but the reflections on the left 
are discontinuous. The reason for this is that the energy in the lower part is much less 
than in the upper part. The f — k method eliminated too much of the energy so that 
the reflections are damaged. Figure 4.9 shows the surface waves predicted (left) by the 
f — k filter and (right) by the interferometry + nonlinear local filter for two iterations. It 
is obvious the f — k method predicted too much reflection energy and the interferometry 
method predicted much less than the former. 
4.3.2 3 D Field D a t a E x a m p l e 
As explained in Appendix A, the strategy is to randomly select a few source positions 
that strongly predict surface waves. Therefore it is desirable to only select the source 
positions that are estimated to be stationary with respect to the surface wave propagation 
path. This means we only use sources that roughly lie within a distance of 1/4A of the 
receiver line on which the surface waves are to be predicted, where A is the dominant 
wavelength of the surface waves. Still, it can be difficult to find enough sources to 
accurately predict the surface waves. 
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Figure 4.7. Surface waves predicted by the (a) NLF and (b) the Int. + NLF method 
for two iterations. 
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Figure 4.8. Results of removing surface waves from the original data using (a) an F-K 
and (b) Int. + NLF for two iterations. 
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Figure 4.9. Surface waves predicted applying an (a) F-K filter (a) to the original data 
and (b) using the NLF + Int. + NLF method from the original data. 
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Practical 3D seismic experiments are sometimes carried out with poor spatial sampling 
of the geophone and source locations, and in the most extreme cases a single shot gather 
is only available for a coarsely sampled array of geophones. In this case, a simple solution 
is to convert the 3D problem to a 2D problem. First, we apply a nonlinear time shift to 
the 3D seismic data to make the surface waves in each receiver line appear as a virtual 
linear event. Second, we align the shifted traces in a receiver line to create virtual gathers. 
The 3D problem is now transformed into an approximate 2D problem. Figure 4.10 shows 
the processing results for synthetic 3D data: a) depicts a shot gather along a receiver 
line; b) shows the data after a time shift; c) reveals the surface waves predicted from b); 
d) represents the data after removing the surface waves and removing the time shift. 
The time shift strategy can be explained as the follows. Let I denote the distance 
between the source and the receiver line, let x denote the distance from the receiver to 
the center of the receiver line, as shown in Figure 4.11, so the nonlinear shift in time is: 
dt= (Vl2 +X2 -x)/v, (4.8) 
where v is the dominant velocity of the surface waves. After the nonlinear shift, the 
surface waves are still aliased, but the linear time shift reduces the amount of aliasing. 
A 3D shot gather set from China is used to test this technique, in which the distance 
between any two neighboring receiver lines is 160 meters. The traces on two receiver lines 
are processed with the nonlinear shift+nonlinear local filter+interferometry technique, as 
shown in Figure 4.10. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 depict the seismograms for receiver lines 3 
and 5 before and after removing the surface waves. In each figure, we can see that the 
surface waves are suppressed and the reflections are amplified. For lines 3, which are far 
from the source and have a low surface-wave velocity, the surface waves are confined to 
the lower part of the seismograms and coexist with the weak reflections. Removing the 
surface waves, although weak, reveals new reflections (from 2.5 second to 3.8 second). For 
Figures 4.13, the surface waves coexist with both strong reflections and weak reflections. 
As shown in Figure 4.13, in the upper part, the reflections obscured by surface waves 
before processing can be clearly seen after the processing; in the middle part, most of 
the reflections are revealed, but in the lower part, we can only see some of the reflections 
revealed. 
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Figure 4.10. 3D data processing, (a). Synthetic seismic data with reflections and 
surface waves in a receiver line. (b). Nonlinear time shifted data of (a), (c). Surface 
waves predicted from (b). (d). After removal of the surface waves from data in (a). 
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Figure 4.12. Seismic data from line 3 (a) before and (b) after removal of the surface 
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We present a nonlinear method for interferometric prediction and subtraction of 
surface waves. The interferometric method can approximately predict surface waves or 
guided waves, which means that a simple prediction and subtraction of surface waves 
can be suboptimal. Iteratively applying the interferometry method with other subtrac-
tion methods (i.e., nonlinear local filter) more effectively attenuates the surface waves. 
Iterations are needed because filters can eliminate a large portion of the surface waves 
but there can be a noticeable residual. The interferometric method can amplify these 
residuals and improve the prediction-subtraction process for each iteration. The strategy 
is to use coarse source sampling when interferometrically predicting surface waves, which 
greatly amplifies the predicted surface waves relative to the body waves. 
Seismic data from a desert are used to attenuate surface waves without strongly 
damaging the reflection information. For these data, two iterations of the interferometry 
method is enough to significantly attenuate the surface waves. A strength of this method 
is that it is effective even if there is irregular and sparse sampling of the sources and 
receivers because all inline source positions are stationary for a surface wave. 
For a single shot gather in a 3D survey, traces in a cross line can be time shifted so 
that the surface waves have a quasi-linear moveout and this is a novelty. By transforming 
the shifted data to be virtual 2D gathers in a line, the 2D interferometry technique 
can be applied to the virtual 2D data. The field data results show that the nonlinear 
shift+nonlinear local filter+interferometry technique can successfully suppress the surface 
waves in a sparse 3D data set. 
The problems with this method are the following. 
* The moveout character of the signal (i.e., body wave reflections) and coherent noise 
(surface waves) must be sufficiently different from one another. Otherwise, this will 
degrade the result of the nonlinear local filter. 
* If the reflections have a linear moveout after the time shift, then they also will be 
subtracted out in the nonlinear filter stage. Thus, the nonlinear subtraction strategy 
should be dip dependent. 
* This method was shown to work well with several different data sets, but not 
guaranteed to work for every data set that contains strong surface wave noise. 
There should be a sufficient number of actual source positions that coincide with 
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the stationary source positions of surface waves. The next challenge is to adapt this 
method to 3D data. 
APPENDIX A 
SURFACE WAVE PREDICTION: 
SURFACE WAVE PREDICTION 
BY THE SSP (SURFACE 
SEISMIC PROFILE) 
SSP TRANSFORM 
The vertical component Green's function for harmonic surface waves excited by a 
vertical point source on the surface of an elastic layered medium can be mathematically 
described by (Snieder, 1987) 
where R(A, x, v) describes the geometrical spreading of the surface wave with mode v, 
the summation is over the Love and Rayleigh wave modes denoted by the index u, x is 
the source position, and A is the receiver position on a horizontal free surface. Here, the 
far-field approximation is assumed. 
A line of receivers and sources is assumed so that B is closer to x than A and both 
points are on the right side of x; hence, |x — A| — |x — B |= |A — B|. Therefore, the 
far-field surface-wave approximation to the 2D SSP —> SSP correlation transform for an 
elastic layered medium is proportional to 
G(A|x)G(B|x)*c£r = J2 # (A ,x , v)R(B,x, iy)*eik^B~Akx + other terms, 
v J So 
= Y j e i f c l / | B - A | R(A, x, v)R(B, x, v)*dx + other terms, 
G(A|x) = ^ i ? ( A , x , i / ) e ^ l x - A | + ^ / 4 , (A.l) 
V 
(A-2) 
where the exponential term has been brought outside the integral because it is in-
dependent of the source position x on the surface. This means that, for real-valued 
R(A,x, v)R(B,x., v)*, the integration only has coherent summation no matter where the 
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source is located on the flat free surface. In other words, every inline point on the free 
surface is a stationary point for a surface wave. Hence, a summation over a sparse set 
of source points on the surface will strongly predict the surface waves and only weakly 
predict the reflection arrivals. 
APPENDIX B 
SURFACE WAVE PREDICTION: 
NONLINEAR LOCAL FILTER 
The main idea of the nonlinear local filter is to iteratively predict the surface waves by 
applying a directional median filter in a small window in x — t space and then subtract 
the predicted surface waves by a least squares matched filter. First, we need to find 
the dip of the surface waves; here, we do it by a local slant stacking method (Yilmaz, 
2001). Slant stacking, also known as a Radon Transform, is a line integral of some 
property along a specified line (usually a straight line). The transform (or projection) 
of a property such as an amplitude, a(x, i), along the line gives a value. For the surface 
waves are nearly linear events, the transform along the line where the surface waves 
located will give the maximum of all the transformed values . Then the range of the 
location of surface waves can be determined by estimating the range of slant stack angles 
that exceed a threshold value of stacked energy. Having found the location of the surface 
waves, we can get a simple model of the surface waves with the following median filter: 
(1) Along one of the lines I obtained from before, apply a 2N point median filter to 
the data along the line, a(i — N,j — N * A), ...,a(i,j), ...a(i + N, j + N * A), where i 
and j are the sample index in x and t direction respectively and A = tan(9) (where 
6 is the dip angle of the surface waves); if there is no reflection information, then the 
a{i — N,j — N * A), ...,a(i,j), ...a(i + N, j + N * A) represent the amplitude values of the 
estimated surface waves. If there are reflections, their amplitudes will be replaced by the 
median of its neighbors. By this way we can get a simple prediction of the surface waves. 
(2) With the prediction of surface waves, we can use an adaptive matched filter to find 
the surface waves and subtract them to get the data without surface waves. (3) Steps 1 
and 2 are iteratively repeated. 
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